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OUR FOUNDER'S STORY

After finishing his degree in Industrial and
Systems Engineering and working for almost
two decades in the field, Claudio Gutierrez
decided to open his own practice doing what
he enjoys most: helping executives set up and
optimize project management and engineering
operations, services, systems, and staffing. 

Thanks to Claudio’s consulting, fabricators,
manufacturers, and industrial distributors can
enjoy competitive, fast, and reliable
engineering and project management services.
The results are good for profits, customers,
owners, and ultimately, for your company’s
bottom line.

WE OFFER

Claudio Gutierrez, PMP
President, Valens Project Consulting
Houston, Texas
        
         (832) 305-5374

         claudio@valensprojectconsulting.com



 Claudio J. Gutierrez, PMP 

 Greg Barnes, PE 

 Kenneth Heisner, PE 

Hodge Ogede 

An Industrial and Systems Engineer and a PMI-certified Project Management Professional. Experienced in various
industries, including Defense, Oil & Gas, Industrial Distribution, and Food Industry. Specializes in project
management, continuous improvement, and cost avoidance. Proficient in building and leading teams that work to
improve productivity while emphasizing attention to detail in manufacturing, fabrication, and distribution
environment. 

Petroleum Engineer with over 30 years of diverse engineering, operations, and management experience in six
states. He has managed a business unit for Encore Acquisition Company, (now Denbury Resources) with 124
operations and technical staff in Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming. He was a founding member of Silver Oak
Energy, an EnCap Investments private equity backed E&P start-up company in Texas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma.
Greg holds a BS and a MS degree in Petroleum Engineering from Texas A&M University. Greg is a registered
professional engineer in Texas and a member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers. 

Mechanical Engineer who enjoys solving complex problems and engaging in technical group projects. Currently
active in multiple student organizations that allow him the opportunity to give back to the community. Every project
he’s been involved with have always reached their goals and many have exceeded expectations. 

Structural Engineer with 20 years’ experience, holding a Professional Engineer license for 16 of those 20 years.
Specializes in commercial, industrial, and residential construction. Engineering design specialty is concrete, steel,
wood, and masonry. Texas Department of Insurance certified, which is certified for high wind design. Experience
includes seismic design. 

OUR CORE TEAM
Valens supports you

with Projects, Pitches,
Processes, and People

from A to Z

Our team serves
Texas and beyond.

Scott Targac, PE 
 

A licensed Professional Engineer and PMI-certified Project Management Professional with 12 years of industrial and
commercial project experience. After graduating with a Bachelor’s of Science majoring in Civil Engineering, much of
his experience revolved around structural steel and concrete design for various industries and structures. He is
highly knowledgeable with concrete and masonry applications as well as construction processes for the various
materials. 



Project
Management

Engineering
Design

Prototyping & 
3D Printing

Process
Improvement

OUR SERVICES
Valens supports you

with Projects, Pitches,
Processes, and People

from A to Z

Our team serves
Texas and beyond.

We offer a full range of project
management consultancy
capabilities and experience, and
our comprehensive and effective
project management system is
flexible enough to accommodate
small scale through to multi-
million dollar projects.

We can help make your concepts
easily accessible to your customers
by developing realistic prototypes
and 3D prints of your ideas and
products so that your vision is
easily appreciated and adopted by
your customer. 

With two decades of hands-on
engineering and CAD experience
across several platforms, Valens
Project Consulting can help manage
your CAD and engineering needs. 

Our extensive record in
successfully implementing lean
practices over two decades,
coupled with Six Sigma
methodologies,
means that your manufacturing
processes will be as efficient as
possible, thereby reducing waste
and unnecessaryexpenses



Valens is your one-stop project management
partner throughout the entire project lifecycle.

We cover assessment, scoping, chartering,
staffing, kickoff, operational procedures, budget

tracking, delivery, to post-project benchmark
studies.

Valens supports you
with Projects, Pitches,
Processes, and People

from A to Z

Our team serves
Texas and beyond.



OUR  5 STEP
PROCESS



Design a robust

project plan to

reduce waste and

increase efficiency

PROJECT PLANNING

Valens supports you
with Projects, Pitches,
Processes, and People

from A to Z



Valens supports you
with Projects, Pitches,
Processes, and People

from A to Z

Assemble and prepare

your team for success 

 with proper training

and direction

PROJECT STAFFING



Valens supports you
with Projects, Pitches,
Processes, and People

from A to Z

Valens determines that the project

is equipped with the right software

and hardware tools to ensure the

best outcomes of a successful

project, covering PM software,

CAD, and any job-specific needs

TECHNOLOGY



Valens supports you
with Projects, Pitches,
Processes, and People

from A to Z

Using Six Sigma

methodologies, Valens

ensures all milestones

are met with a focus on

waste reduction and

increased productivity to

maximize profitabiliy 

ADVANCED PROJECT MANAGEMENT



Valens supports you
with Projects, Pitches,
Processes, and People

from A to Z

We prepare a detailed report for

clients to determine the true profit

margins of each project, taking

into account resources, time spent,

and utilization rates 

PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS

https://www.wrike.com/blog/how-marketing-agencies-use-timesheet-apps-for-profitability/
https://www.wrike.com/blog/why-capacity-utilization-rates-key-profitability/


OUR  SELECT
PORTFOLIO



STORAGE TANK BATTERY

Development of engineering design and

calculation for the fabrication of a battery

of 14 storage tanks to be built in Arizona.

Usage of the tanks include firefighting

water storage, used motor oil storage,

ultra low-sulfur diesel storage, asphalt

storage, caustic soda storage, diesel

storage, connate water storage, oil

storage, and distilled motor oil storage.

Engineering deliverables consisted of

preliminary manufacturer’s design

calculations and structural loads for

foundation design, preliminary general

arrangement drawings with complete

material specification, preliminary

detailed fabrication drawings.

CUSTOMER: SEMPER FI FABRICATION



ENGINEERING & CAD

Development of a library of

existing service loop drawings

library that can be cross-

referenced by various

manufacturers' part numbers

in order to reduce quote

generation time from four

hours to 30 minutes. Drawings

to include bills of materials,

special notes and instructions.

CUSTOMER: LERS



ENGINEERING & CAD

Providing all the activities of a

traditional engineering

department to support

sustaining operations in the

design, drafting, engineering,

and fabrication of a wide

number of metal fabrication

projects.

CUSTOMER: S&S FABRICATION



QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Revamped the entire quality

management system (QMS) which had

been left unattended since the last

quality engineering manager was laid

off in 2016. Changes included

establishment of a periodical internal

audits program designed to each

concentrate on an individual part of the

ISO 9001:2015 standard performed on

a bi-monthly basis to foster a culture of

quality and continuous improvement.

CUSTOMER: CRAWFORD ELECTRIC SUPPLY



TECHNICAL WRITING

Developed two parallel lines of

documentation packages for various

downhole tools, of varying levels of

complex language and detail, in

order to accommodate different

intended audiences to process as

necessary. 

CUSTOMER: BAKER HUGHES



INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Updated a number of legacy

documentation as per the

latest input from subject

matter experts of varying

disciplines. This included

development of documentation

for eLearning modules, 3D

augmented reality courses, and

more traditional formats such

as PowerPoint, Excel, and

Word presentations.

CUSTOMER: EXXONMOBIL



ENGINEERING DESIGN

This project consisted in the

design and development of an

offshore bridle that would

connect a tender supply vessel

(TSV) and a modular offshore

drilling unit. Due to the compact

design of the drilling unit, it was

not equipped with living quarters

or office space, rather, the TSV

would house those facilities while

at the same time providing power

generation for drilling activities. 

CUSTOMER: GAFFNEY KROESE



TECHNICAL WRITING

Project consisted of leading a

team of technical writers to roll

out a new awareness campaign

including campaign posters,

internal initiatives and programs,

updating all company letterheads

as necessary per region, and

updating working instructions for

technicians of various disciplines,

while adhering to strict branding

guidelines.

CUSTOMER: CHEVRON



CIVIL ENGINEERING

Scope of the project was to design, draft

drawings, perform necessary engineering,

and manage all associated permitting with

the appropriate city authorities.

Deliverables included:

1.Fire Code Design and Compliance Review

Sheet (sealed by Professional Engineer)

2. Floor plan drawings depicting

entrance/exits, signage and fire extinguisher

locations and identifying generally open

areas (sealed by Professional Engineer).

3. Anchoring plans and detailed drawings

(sealed by Professional Engineer).

4. Structural and Fire Rating Certificates for

tents (sealed by Professional Engineer).

5. Slab system plans and detailed drawings

(sealed by Professional Engineer).

CUSTOMER: INDUSTRIAL TENT SYSTEMS 



DESIGN ENGINEERING

Project consisted of design,

validation, and integration of a

line of dewatering units destined

for the Middle East. Detailed

models of all the components in

the unit were created and used in

sales materials as necessary.

CUSTOMER: RUFF EQUIPMENT
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LET'S TALK
Valens Project Consulting

https://www.valensprojectconsulting.com/
contact@valensprojectconsulting.com

(832) 305-5374
Houston, TX 

 
 

Try Us. We
Guarantee We Are

the Only PM Partner
You'll Ever Need


